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Abstract: The purpose of this paptsr is to generalize the recta t results of Harris concerning 
the functorial properties of the Wallman compactification of a T 1 -space. Steiner bils introduced 
t;ie Wallman-type compactScations of Tr -spaces endowed with ,reparating bases. We introduce 
a definition of morphism between such spaces to obtain a cate.gory which we denote by WOS+ 
We prove that the Walhnan-type zompactification on objects can be extended to a knctor on 
WOSC?~ and that. the compact objects give an epireflec2ive subcategory of WOSep. 
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1. htroduction 
Let T, denote the category whose objects are topological spaces which 
satisfy the T, separation axiom and whose ~moq&isms are all continuous 
maps between such spaces. Let compTl denote the full subcategory {of 
‘%‘t whose objects are compact T1-spaces. In 193;8, Wallm;in [ Ifs] 8efined 
the ultrafilter space of a distributive lattice and. a!pphed this construc,t:ion 
to manufacture what we now call the Wallman ccsmpactiCication o_i’ a T, - 
space which gives rise to a ftmction ‘I+ : obj T, --* obj ampT, . (If-A is (P 
category, then we denote the class of objects of ,4 by ubj and the mar- 
phisms by morA j. 
30 ? H. L, lJe~?iq?, &A. Naimpally, Wallman 7’1 -compae&&fica ti’ns 
Harris [ 31 defined a subcategory of T, , which he denoted by WO, 
with obj wo = obj T, but whose msrphisms are functions f: X + Y 
which are defined as follows: If U, V are oyaen subsets of X, Y respec- 
tively, thlen U Cf V will be written if whenever A C X is closed and 
A C U; then Cl, fA C V. If v isa finite open cover of Y and p is a finite 
open cov’er of X, then g Cf v will be writter: if for each U E p there is 
Y E v with U cf V. Then f: X + Y is a morghism of wo iff for each 
finite open cover v of Y there is a finite open cover p of X with p <f v. 
Harris then proves that wo n compTt is an epireflective subcategory of 
wo and that the epireflection functor coincides with Wallman’s function 
IN on objects. The situation can be summarized by the following com- 










obj T, - obj compTl 
Steiner [71 applied Wallman’s lattice ultrafilter space construction to 
T, -:paces endowed with separating bases. His results can be expressed 
in the following manner: Let sep denote the category whose obiects are 
pairs (X, Ex), where X is a T, -space and 2x is a separating base on X 
(.@, is a family of closed subsets of X; 8, X E &; -@x is closed with 
respect o the caperations of taking finite unions and finite intersections 
of its mc.itlk;S; zn2 the Mowing separation property is satisfied: If 
x f X, S c .X is clostid and x 4 S, then there exist L,, L, E Cx with 
L, n L, = @ , x E L, and S c Ls). Preliminary to defining morphisms of 
sep, tie introduce the following notation which will also be useful in 
other situations. IIf X, Y are sets, if f: X + Y is a function and if W, $$ 
are families of subsets of X, Y respectively, then Z af 9 will be written 
if whenever G I , .., , G, E 9 withn y= 1 Gj = 0, then there exist M, , . . . . H,l 
E Bc With ~ ~=1 Hi = 0 and f-’ Gi C Hi for E = 1 9 . . . . ~1. In the special case 
when X == Y and f: X + Y is the identity function, we will omit the sub- 
script f and write 9f 2 9 instead of (ar 2 9. The morphisms of sep are 
functions Jf : (X, E’y) + (Y, .Qu) for whit h 2X + E, is satisfied. Let 
compsep denote ihe full subcategory of sep whose object-s are those 
pairs (X, 2%) with X a compact space. Steiner showed that there is a 
function w: obj sep -+ obj compsep which coincides with Wallman’s 
function on those objects (X, Ex) with .G?x the family of all closed sub- 
sets of X but which in the general case still shares many useful proper- 
ties with Wallman’s function. The situation can be summarized by the 
following commutative diagram of obje& functions (vertical arrows 
associate with a T, -space X the pair (X, Q,), where ~2~ is the family 
of all closed subsets of X): 
Steiner 




obj T, -3bj compTI 
he principal result of rhe present pal!e- is the exhibition of a cate- 
gory wosep, a subcategory of sep, such that wosep n compsey? isan epi- 
reflective subcategory of wosep and suci:. that th.e epireflection fun&or 
coincides with :iteiner’s function on objects. Tne situation can be sum- 
marized by the following commutative diagram of object functions and 
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We begin bv restating certain of Steiner’s results. After that we shall 
introduce a function cn : obj sep + obj compsep which is in a certain 
sense quivalent to Steiner’s function but which we prefer t(:, use here 
for technical reasons. Finally, we prove a few results about extension of 
maps which we shall need in the next section. 
Steiner’s function is defined as follows: Let (X, Ex) be an object of 
sep. For each L E 2,, let L * =z -[? : T is an +ultrafilter and 1: E 7 ) 
xd let p 3 = {L *: iT, E 2 x}. X* becomes atopological space if we take 
2% to be a base for closed subsets of X*. Steiner proved that (X@, 2;) 
is an object of compsep. ‘d’he function ~7: obj sep + obj compsep is 
given by taking Y~(X, 2 x) = (X*,1? &. Finally, a function MAX : X + .J? 
is defined by wx (x) = {L E 2, : x E L} for each x E 2’. 
32 HI L. &?ntk~~,S.A. N.i.pti&, Wu&nun T~-wmpactifica~bns 
The following theorem is due to Steiner [?I except for (c) which isI 
due to Bentley [ 11. 
2.1. Theorem. Let (X, J$> be an object of sep. ?kv2 
.(~)&a 2 {AcX*: AiscZosedl;nX*}. 
(d)lf L E fix, then %* = +(wxL). 
(e) wx: (X, Q) + (X*, $2) is a morphism in the category sep. 
@)wx: (X,Ex)+(wxX, {wxL: LE +j)isanisomorphismin 
the category Sep. 
Proof. For the proofs of statements (a), (ti), and (d)-(f) we refer th:: 
reader $0 Stei:ner’s paper [S] Statement I’.c) follows from results esta& 
lished by Bentley in [ 1 ] , but for the sake of completeness and because 
[ 1 ] may not be readily available to some readers we give a proof here. 
The proof depends on three lemmas. The proofs of the first two of the 
lemmas are standard compactness arguments which are omitted. 
2.2. Lemma. If (Y, 2,) is an object of compsep and if S and M are dis- 
joint subsets of Y with S compact and M closed, then there is a rnemirer 
of l+ which contains M and do?s not meet S. 
2.3. timmar. If A,, A2 are disjoiiizt closed subset:; of X*, then there 
lexisl L1, L2 c’: Ex with LT n Lq = @ and Ai c Lit for i = 1, 2. 
2.4. Lemma. Let Y be a set, let 12 be a family of subsets of Y which is 
closed with r,slrpect to the operation of taking finite intersections and let 
W c 6. ‘5%en the following two statements-Izre equivalent: 
(1)$x 3 $j. 
(2) If G,, G2 are disjoint members of 9, then there exist disjoint 
members HI, HT E 91 with Gi C Hi for i = 1, 2. 
Proof. Obviously, (1) implies (2) so suppose that (2) is true and let 
G,, . ..# 6, E ($ withf\[&Gi = 
Then G p and IT 7:’ 
0. For notational purposes, let Gn+l = Y. 
Gi are IAisjoint members of Q arid so there exist H,, 
L E 9tT with Gr C HI and nr&! Gi C L. Then HI n 9 y$J Gi ;= 9. We pro- 
ceed by induction. Suppose that m < n and that H, .*.y Hm E 9y have 
been defined SO that (nrIk$) CI (IT::+, Gr) = $9 and $. c Hj for = 
j = 1, . . . . m. Sinze @ C 9, em+1 and (“i”_,H”) n (nKr$+zr;i) are disjoint 
members of @ Therefore there exist dis~&nt members Hm+r, P E % so 
that I&+ 1 c H,,+l and c”i”_ I Hi) n (f’lr!$ 2 6;,) c P. Therefore 
- (n ;‘;’ Hi)” (O;;i+2 i G ) = 0 and the indtiction and the proof i;_ complete. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (c). Statement (c) GI” Theorem 2.1 now follows 
immediately Gem Lemma 2.4 by letting Y = P, Q be the fpmily of all 
closed subsets of X*, and W = J? i. Lemma 2.3 becomes tatement (2) 
of Lemma 2.4 and statement (1) of Lemma 2.4 is then statement (c) of 
Theorem 2.1. 
For technical re;asons, it is convenient t3 replace the +ultraf&ers 
by clusters. This task requires the introduction ,of certain notatiomi. 
Let (X, 2 x) be an object of sep. If 141 ) .,.* .AL, c X, then we shall 
write &(Ar, . . . . A,) (r?ad A,, ...9 A, a& noncontiguous) iff there exist 
L1 , . . . . L, E & witkI?&Li=@ andA& &:roric 1, . . . . n.WeshalL 
write C’(Ar, . . . . AA) @ad Al, ..a, A, are conl:iguous) iff not @‘*(Al, *..* 
A, j. If n = 2, we shall write A 1 6, A2 (read A 1. and A2 are near) for 
Ci(AI, Aa), and Ar16,& (read Al and A2 are far) for Q1,(.& A$ 
Gagrat and Naimpally i 21 have proved that (X% fix) defined as above 
from a separating base is an LO-proximity space. Thus the established 
machinery involving clusters is available to us. 
Of primary importance to us will be the concept of a contiguity 
cluster [ 5, $, !J] . A collection 0 of subfsets of X is called a cont,i#wi;ly 
cluster if’f o is maximal with respect o the prsoperty that for an:/ finite 
numberofitsmembersAl,...,A,Eo,CX(P,;,...,Ali). 
For each A C X, Ict *,4 = {a: cr is a contiguity cluster of (X, Ex), and 
A E Q} and let * Q = (%: L E Q}. The statements we will now make 
will be justified in tke next theorem. *X becomes atopological ~FGG~ if 
we take *Q as a base for closed sets of *X. (*A: A C X) is an equiv- 
alent base but may fail to be a separating base whereas *& is a seWr- 
sting base on *X. Let a function ex: X + *X be defined by Q (x) z 
{AC X: (x)~~A} forx E X. Finally, let cn : obj sep + obj cornpep be 
defined by cn(X, f$) = (*X, *Q) 
2.5. Theorem. Let (X, &) be an object of sep and let CY : w(X, P) + 
cn(X, .Q) be defined by 
34 H.L. Battley, S.A. Narinpally, Wdrnan Qcompactifications 
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(1) Q is an isomorphism in sq, 
(2) the following diagram of sep mqhisms is commutative: 
(3) the inverse a-l of a isgiven by thefcr,md~ a-‘(o) = a n l?, for 
0 E “X. 
Prloof. (1): We first show that a(9) is a contiguity cluster. Let Al, . . . . 
A, E a(9) and suppose that &(Al, ,..., A,). Then there exist Ll, . . . . 
En E 2x with fl$& = Q) and Aj c Li for i = 1, . . . . n. Thus for some i, 
Li $9 and for some FE Y, Li 0 F = Q). Then AjgxF’ which contradicts 
Ai E a(9). To show that ar( F) is maximal, et A C X such that for all 
A1 P .a** An e cp(F 1, CxU, Al 1 l **? A,) and suppose that A $ a(9 ). Then 
for some F E 9, A $_YF but since 9 c a(F) we have a contradiction. 
Let a E *Xx. To show that CI; n i?,, is an Px-ultrafilter we prove that 
u n Zx is closed under finite intersections and omit the rest of the proof. 
LetA,BEon Ex andsupposethatAnB$!koN?~.ThenAnB$o 
and therefore there exists H E a with (A n B) #xH. There exist L, LM E Zx 
with L n LM =@,AnBc LandMc LH. ThusAc AE i?x,BcB~~x, 
Hc:LHEPXandAnBnLH = 0. So &(A, B, H) which contradicts 
A,B,HE o. 
11: is not difficult to show that ~(9) n 2, = Y and a(o n gx) = o. 
Therefore, a : X* -+ *X is a bijection. Since for L E 2,, cw[L*] = *L, 
a carries 2; onto *ex and it becomes obvious that cy : w(X, &) + 
cn (X, kJx) is an isomorphism in sep. 
(2): Let x E X ;ind let A C X. If A 4 awx(x), then for some FE wx(x), 
AgxF* Therefore, x E F, {xj 6xA and A\ $ e*(x). On the other hand, if 
A 6 ex(lu), then since {x) 6x A, for somct .F$, F’ E Z4 x E F,, A C FA 
and Fx n f;A = $3. Th ere fore, A &F, and F, E w&j which implies that 
A 4 ~Wx(X). 
(3): This follows from what was done in the proo? of (1) above. 
The preceding theorem provides justification for devo ing our atten- 
tion to cn(X, .C?& even though our main interest i w(X, P&: there 
is no essential difference between the twc objerzts. e technical advan- 
tage whii:h results from L ing cn(X, .Q) instead of w(X, J?,) is that we 
are able ~:o work dizectly with arbitrary subsets of X instead of passing 
to certain sets in &. The following theorem states explic3ly sdme 
properties of (‘“X, * .@x ) some of which are consequences of Theorems 
2.1 and 2.5 and others of which are sasy to prove directly. No proofs 
will be provided here. 
2.6. Theore??. Let (X, i+) be an object of sep. i%en 
(a) *0 = 0, 
@I lfA1, . ..p A, c X, then *(W A.) = U) 1 *A,, 
(c) #Ll, . . . . L, E Ewy, then *iii:=1 hi) =!l?._l “Li, 
(d) *.iQ > {A C *X: A ;is closed in *X), 
(e) if L E &, then *L = Cl,,(e,L), 
(0 ex: (X5 &) -+ (exL: L E 2,)) is an isomo@aism in the categmy 
2.7. Theorem. If(X, 2,) is an object of compsep, then ex : (X, 2x> e-7 
(*X, * ExjJ is n sep isomorphism. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.5(f), it suffices to show f; ..it exX = ‘>X. Let 
o E *X and let SF = 0 n Ex . Then 9 is an 2, -ultrafilter s,A therefore 
F has a cluster point x E X. Since 9 consists of closed sets, x f n 9 and 
therefore, 9 c {L E 2,. x E 1;) = wx(x) and 9 = wx(x). Finally, 
u = a( ‘3 ) = cuw_~(x) = ex*Ix) and so ex.X = *X. 
Our principal cbjective. is to find a subcategory A of sep and a functor S: 
A4 + A n compsep which extends the function cnr obj sep + obj compsep. 
Of course, such a. category A would have the salne class of objects as 
does sep, ‘T’s this end), we now turn to the study of functions/; X + Y 
wherg (X, A?:~) and (Y, 2 y) are objects of sep. 
It is very erasy to see th.at f: (X, gx) + (Y, .l? y) is a morphism of sep 
iff Cx(A1, . . . . A,) implies Cy (fA 1, ...Y fA,). Thus iff: (X, lZx) + (YJ? ~11 
is a morphism of sep, then f: (X, i$) + (Y, S y) is proximally continuous 
and so f: X + Y is continuous. 
Letf:X+ Yandletg: *X + * Y. Then we shall say that E ~w’w~~ f 
iff the following diagram is commutative: 
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2A. Theorem. Let f : X + Y and let g : ?X -+ *Y be continuous map 
Then g extends f iff fo C g(0) whenever v E *X. 
roof. Suppose g extends f, let o E *X a.rud let A E a Then CJ E A, and 
g(o) E gPAl =g C&,(exA) C Cl,,(geJyA)= Cley(eyfA) = *VA). 
Tlaerefore, fiA] E’g(o). 
I 
conversely, suppose frr C g(a) for a1.l~ E *X. Let x E X. Then 
{f(x), = f [Ix 11 E fez(x) C g(e&)) wkai::h implies that for each 
A E g& (x)), { f(x)} 6y A and so A E 2~ VW). Thus g(ex W) c: e rCf(x)) 
and the maximality property of contiguity clusters tiplies that g(+)) = 
ey(fCX)). 
2.9. TheGrena. If f: X + Y is a function land if there exists a continuous 
map g : *X + *Y which extends ‘fi then f: (X, 2,) + (Y, .C? y) is CT mar- 
phism of Sep. 
Proofz Let L1, .‘., L, E iZy with fir=, & = $9. Then fly=, *Lj = 0 and so 
nF=, g-l [*Li) = @. Since g-1 (*Li), i = 1, . . . . n are closed subsets of *X, 
by Theorem 2.64.d), there exist HI, . . . . En E Q withg-l(*Li) C *Hi 
for i= 1, . . . . n and nyzI “Hi 5 0. From this it HOLLOWS that f-‘(Li) C 4ui 
for I; = 1, . . . . n ;bII,;;t !77=1 Hi z 0. 
3. The category nosep 
We now generalize Harris’ definition of wo morphism. We begin by 
introducing a modification of his notation. Let {X, Q) and (Y, zy) be 
objects of sep ancE let f: X+ Y be a function. If A C X and B C Y, then 
A Cf B will be written if for all H c X, H jIxA implies (jH)$yB. If 
Al , . ..p An C X u&d B,, .e., B, C Y, theG iA,, . . . . An) <f (Bl, . . . . B,) 
will be written if for each Ai there exists Bj with Ai <f Bj. 
The category WQS~IP hss for its objects all pairs (X, 1?,) of sep and 
f: (X, fZ~)-~ (Y, 2,) is a morphism of wusep iff whenever qY(B1, . . . . B,) 
there exiist A 1 , . . . 
IB 
A, C X with &(A,, . . . . An) and {A,, +.., A,,) <* 
1s . . . . 8,). 
is a sukategory of sq. 
roof. ILet f : IX, &) + (Y, .@,) be a morphism of 
& (A 1, , . . . ,, An 3 qnd suppose that cy CfA 1 , . . . , fAn ). 
H.L. Beivrtley, S.A. Naimpally, Wdman T 1 -cantprrctij?caticw 3’7 
4 p v-a, Pm C X Such that Q(Pr, l *a) Pm) and {PI, l *up Pm ) <*’ ‘,~b*!l, ,e.) 
fA fl>. LetPj E {PI, .._, Pm ) and let fAi E (fA1, ..*, fA,) 9Jsl’iti I>.> <f .(jA,f). 
Thor for each x E X, if x $ Clx(Pj), then {X 1 &Pi, {Jlix” Is-- z. Ai) and 
f(x) 6 @l,(fA,). Therefore, Ai c f -‘(Cl&?Q)) C CIxPj. S&e 
C( x i=,, . . . . Pm ), it is now clear that QIX (A 1 p . . . , A, ) which is a contra- 
diction. 
Let f: (X, +) --) (Y, A+-) andg: (Y, gy) + (2, 2,) be morphisms 
of wosep. To show that go f is a morphism, let qz (D1, . . . , Dq ). Ther, 
there exist B1, . . . . Bm C Y with @y(Bl,.... s Bm) and (Bl, . . . . B,} <” 
w 1, .“$ D, }. Furthermore, there exist A 1, . . . . A, CI X with &$A), . ..) 
A,) and {Al, . . . . An } <* {Bl, . . . . B, }. Clearly, {Al, ..*, A, ) CgC-’ - 
I& l **? D, ). Therefore, go f is a morphism. Clearly, an identity funo- 
tion is a morphism. 
The next theorem states that we have indeed generalized Harris 
definition. 
3.2. Theorem. Let X and Y be T1-s~~ces catid let .Qx and 2~ denote 
the jknily of all closed subsets of X md Y, reqwctively. lIPlen f: X -a+ Y 
is a nmphim of wo iff f : (X, i?,) + (Y, L? y) is a morphism ‘of wowp. 
Proof. Suppose, f: X + Y is a wo morphism. Let @+r(B1, . . . . B,), then 
there exist L1, . . . . LmEPywithn~~Lj=OandB,CLjfori’=l,...;m. 
L,ettj= {Y\ L,: j= 1, . . . . m }. Then v is an open cover of Y, so there 
e:xists an open cover p of X with p Cf V. Let cc( = ID,, . . . . D, ) and let 
Ai = X\ I+ for i = 1, . . . . n. Then Al, _., A, E Zx and since f&Ai= V!, 
&(& . ..p An).’ It is quite straightforward to see that p <f Y is eql:iv- 
allent (under the present circumstances) to (X \ U: U E p) 4 {X \ V: 
VE v) and consequently, it follows easily that {Al, ..*, A, ) Cp (B1, ..*, 
B,). 
The groof in the converse direction is quite similar in method (take 
complements) to the above. 
We no(N define, for each wosep morphism f: (X, ZJr) + (‘5 ‘, 1? & a 
wosep morphism f#: cn (X, &) + cn (Y, +) by f,(o$ = (E C Y: 
(jH) 6,E for all H E o) for each u E *X. 
3.3. Theorem!?. Let j: (X, 2”) + (Y, 2,) be a wowp morphism. 77ze.u 
(Of,: cn(X Q) + cn (Y, e,) is a wostp mqphispn, 
(2) if cI E *Xand if Jo C a’ E *Y, then f#(a) = tr’, 
(3) fti exterzds j. 
38 ML Bmt@,$.A. Ncimp~~ly, W&mm X 1 -ccmapact#katibns 
Proof. ( I): Obseme first that, since f : (X, 6.& -+ (Y, 6,) is proximally 
continuous, for each c E *X, fu C f#( 7). 
We first show that fkt sends *X into *Y. Let CJ E *X. Let B, , . . . , B, E 
f# (u) and suppose that &(Br , . . . f B, ,L Than there exist A l,. . . . , A, C X 
with i&(A1, . . . . A,,) and {A a : . . . . A, ) cf (.B1, +.., 23, }. Since o e *X, 
there is an Ai such that Af $k o ;znd thelre is an H E o with 3$xAi* If Bi 
is such that Ai <f pi, then (#J) &Bj. i3ut this contradicts that B” E &(a). 
Next, let F C Y such that for a;-i E,, ...p En E f&), C#‘, El, . . . . En). 
Then, since fu C f&u), for al! E ~fl&FtQ E. Thus by definition of 
f#W, FEf#(u)* 
The preceding two paragraphs show that f#: *IL + *Y is a function. 
Now we prove that f# is a wosep morphism. Let &(B1, . . . . II,). 
Then there exist L 1, . . . , L, E & with f$ &I = 0 and Bj C *Lj for 
j=l , . . . . m. Then (Cr(Ll, . . . . Lp) and since f is a woser morphism. there 
exist A_imF.L.. , , A, C Xwith &(&, . . . . A,) and (Al, . . . . A,3-Cf {Li, . . . . 
L, ). Then cex(*A1 r . . . . *An) and it suffices to show that (*Al, . . . . 
*A,)(ff#& ,..., B,j.Leti~{l,..., n)andletj~{l,...,m)besuch 
that /Ii <f Lj. It suffices to show that “Ai <f# Bj. Let P&x “Ai. Then 
there exist H, K E Gx such that P c *H, “Ai C *K and H n K = $9. 
Then A’ C K and so H$x Ai. Therefore, (jH) Qu Lj. There exists J E E!, 
with@ y; J and J n Li = $k Since Bi C *Li and *J fi *Li =z 0, it suffices 
to show that f#P C *J. To this end, let o E P. Then u E *H and so HE a 
We must show f&o) E V which is equivalent to JE f#(u), Thus, let 
ME o. We must show (jM) Sy J. But H, M E u so M S,H acd (jM) S,m. 
Since j’H C J, (j&t) 6,, J. 
(2): Let a E *X and let fu c (I' E *Y. It suffices to show that 
f&u) C u’ SO let E E f&) and suppose th<lt E & u’. Then there exists 
% E Q’ such that F6y E. Thus F$. .&Co) and there exists H E o with 
U’IiT) &J’. But fHE fu C u’ which implies that cf;FI) 6*F. 
(3)‘: This follows from Theorem 2.8, statement (1) of the present 
theorem and, as was observed at the beginning of the proof of (l), the 
obvious fact that fu C f#(B) for all u E *X. 
3.4. Theorfm. If g : *X -+ * Y is a con tintkous extension of a wosep mor- 
phism f:(X, L?+ (Y, 2,). theng=f,. 
roof. By The’orem 2.8, if u E *X, then fu c g(u) (4 *Y. Thus, by Theo= 
rem 3.3 (2), f&O = g(u). 
+ If (X, 2~) is an object of se 
is m tpimorph ism of 
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roof. We first show eX is a morphism. Let Qkx (B 1, . . . F B,,). Then there 
exist A 1 y . ..) A., E Px with nF1 Ai = (b and B, c ‘*Ai for li = 1, .,.:, no. It 
is obvious that {A r , . . . , A, ) <‘x {B1, . . . , B, } . 
To show that ey is epi, letf,g: (*X, *Lx)_* (Y, Ly) be wosep mar- 
phisms such that fo ex = g * ex. We must sho&r that f = g. Then 
Cey OfPep eyo(gCQand(e Yag)-+==eyO(goex:)so thateach 
of ey 0 f and ey * g continuously extend g 0 ex -and thus ey * f = ey * g 
by Theorem 3.4. Since ey is injective by Theorem 2.6(f), f =g. 
We are finally ready to state ancl prove owr main result. Let 
cn : wosep + wosep n compsep be cn (X, 2,) = (*X, *Q) for objects 
and cn @‘) =-& for morphisms. 
3.6. Theorem. cn : w8wp -L wssep n compsep is izn e@+ef7ectiopa jiwxtor. 
Proof, In view of Theorems 3.1,s .3 and 3.5, it suffices to show that en 
is a functor and that each eX: (X, ~9~) 4% (*Y, * &) is a universal arrow 
from (X &) to wosep n compsep. 
The fact that cn is a functor is an immediate general cattegorical on- 
sequence. 
In order to show that ex is univc;rsal, let (Y, 2 y) be an object of 
compsep and let f: (X, Cx) + (Y, ~2~) be a wosep morphism. By 
Theorem 2.7, ey : (Y, Zy) + (*Y9 * Cy) is a sep isorxrphism an& con- 
sequently-, obviously also a wasep isomorphism. Let g = e,’ 0 f# : 
(*X, * Ex) + (Y, A? y). Then the following diagram of wosep mrz~~~Msms 
is commutative: 
The uniqueness of p follows from the fact th.at ex is an epimorplsism. 
We close with a I”t-,ti,. results of a peripheral nature. 
3.7. Theorem. If a weep morphism f: (X, 13,) -+ (Y, 2,) is ,sufiecbive, 
then f# : *X -+ *Y is surjective. 
roof. Let CT’ E *Y. Let = (E E &fu : for some . 
since Q’ n E Y is an Er -ultra filter, it fuilcws easily that H is an Ex -filter. 
’ j&t G be anyi&?g-titfafilter such that H C t u = a(G) as in Theorem 
2.5;. we claim that&b&) = 0’. %t sufSces by orem 3.3(2) to show that 
,f~ c u’. Let N E o and suppose fl5t’ $ Q’. Then there exists G E (J* with 
($V)&,G. There exist F1, F2 E + MM fl c Fl, G C F2 and F1 n F2 = Q. 
I Then there exist L: 6 L2 E Px with f’-f Fi c Li for i = I, 2 and Lr n Lz = Q. 
Therefore,L#?W $$ andHE~.=~(Q)soNgyL2.But~~C f-lj7X 
,f-1 & C L 1 which gives a contradiction. 
Harris’ results on the category wo is a special case of our results about 
tie category wosep. Also, as noted in [ 31) Arhangel’skii’s theorem 
tieported by and generalized to multi-fun&ions by Ponomarev [6] ) that 
closed surjections can be extended to the Wallman compactification isa 
special case of Harris’ result. Moreover, Arhangel’skii’s theorem can be 
generalized to spaces with separating bases as follows. 
3.8. Theorem. Lef (X, 2x) and (Y, P y) be objects of sep and let 
f: X+ Y be a functicm which satisfies f& c .+ and f-l& c .+. 
Ttm f: (X, +)+ (Y, 2,) isa wssep morphism. 
Ipr(uof. Let ~4 1, , . . , A, C XbeAi=f-‘Bi . 
Thus, such m.ap E have extensions by Theorem 3.3. Another special 
class of maps which are wosep ~i~orphisms arethose which satisfy 
A18x(f-1E) implies (f’A)Q,E. 
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